
January 28th - February 3rd 2019 Worksheet

THE MOON:
in Scorpio (11 deg 57 min)
void-of-course 5:39PM

Monday

What house will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? Where can you channel the 
intensity, dig deeper, or transform? While the Moon is void, what outlets will you use for the 

passionate energy to avoid outbursts?

Moon sextile Pluto 5:39PM
This aspect helps make the Scorpio energy for positive and easier to 

handle. How can you use it positively?

ASPECTS:

Moon sextile Saturn 4:46AM - Moon trine Neptune 5:14AM
How can you use the practical yet creative energy to start the day?



January 28th - February 3rd 2019 Worksheet

THE MOON:
starts void-of-course in Scorpio
(24 deg 56 min)
enters Sagittarius 9:33AM

Tuesday

What house will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? Where can you tie up loose ends 
and finish things while the Moon is void? When the Moon enters Sagittarius, how will you use 

the expansive energy?

ASPECTS:

Sun conjunct Mercury 9:52PM (9 deg 54 min Aquarius)
Brainstorm new projects, new plans, and new ideas related to the house in 

your chart this conjunction occurs in or aspect it's making to your chart:



January 28th - February 3rd 2019 Worksheet

THE MOON:
in Sagittarius all day
(7 deg 35 min)

Wednesday

What house will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? What can you build on from 
Tuesday with the Sagittarius energy to expand, explore, and experience?

ASPECTS:

Moon sextile Sun 5:04AM - Moon sextile Mercury 5:32AM
How can you use the creative, mental energy?

 
 
 

Moon square Neptune 2:06PM
How can you give yourself a break or make use of imagination?

 
 
 

Moon conjunct Jupiter 7:23PM (17 deg 35 min Sagittarius)
This increases expansive Sagittarius energy. Make sure you're using it well!



January 28th - February 3rd 2019 Worksheet

THE MOON:
in Sagittarius (19 deg 57 min)
void-of-course 5:33PM
enters Capricorn 7:47PM

Thursday

What house will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? How can you continue to use the 
positive, expansive Sagittarius energy? What can you finish while the Moon is void? What 

goals can you get more focused on when the Moon enters Capricorn?

ASPECTS:
Moon trine Mars 12:50AM

This can give positive energy and enthusiasm (if you're up for it!), so how can you channel that?
 
 
 

Saturn sextile Neptune 9:15AM
(Saturn: 14 deg 54 min Capricorn; Neptune: 14 deg 54 min Pisces)

How can you make dreams and fantasy a reality?
 
 
 

Moon conjunct Venus 12:35PM (26 deg 21 min Sagittarius)
Where can you compromise, be grounded, or work with others?

 
 
 

Moon trine Uranus 5:33PM
Where can you do things in new, different ways?



January 28th - February 3rd 2019 Worksheet

THE MOON:
in Capricorn all day
(2 deg 7 min)

Friday

What house will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? What can you build on from 
Thursday with the Capricorn energy to make progress with goals, work on long-term plans, 

and hit your stride?

ASPECTS:

Mars square Pluto 10:20PM
This aspects breeds lots of extra energy today. In what ways can you use it 

to avoid frustrations and fights?
(Mars: 21 deg 40 min Aries; Pluto: 21 deg 40 min Capricorn)



January 28th - February 3rd 2019 Worksheet

THE MOON:
in Capricorn all day
(14 deg 7 min)

Saturday

What house will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? What can you build on from 
Thursday with the Capricorn energy to make progress with goals, work on long-term plans, 

and hit your stride?

ASPECTS:

Moon sextile Neptune 1:41AM - Moon conjunct Saturn 1:57AM (15 deg 5 min Capricorn)
(if you're up) How can you bring imagination to your goals or plans?

 
 
 

Moon conjunct Pluto 3:14PM (21 deg 41 min Capricorn) - Moon square Mars 4:12PM
How can you channel the super passionate energy productively?

 
 
 

Venus trine Uranus 6:41PM (Venus: 28 deg 55 min Sagittarius; Uranus: 28 deg 55 min Aries)
How can you do things in new ways, especially with others? Where can you find more 

independence? How can you be more open to new people?



January 28th - February 3rd 2019 Worksheet

THE MOON:
in Capricorn (26 deg 1 min)
void-of-course 5:53AM
enters Aquarius 8:03AM

Sunday

What house will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? What can you build on from 
Thursday with the Capricorn energy? What can you finish when the Moon is void? What 

dreams can you focus on, changes can you work on, or ways can you be more independent 
with the Moon in Aquarius?

ASPECTS:

Moon square Uranus 5:53AM
How can you manage the rebellious energy and give yourself space to be 

yourself?
 
 
 

Mercury sextile Jupiter 4:54PM
(Mercury: 18 deg 15 Aquarius; Jupiter: 18 deg 15 min Sagittarius)

What big ideas or plans for expansion can you work on? How can you merge the 
big picture with the details?



January 28th - February 3rd 2019 Worksheet

EXTRA:
Venus enters Capricorn 5:29PM
(in Capricorn until March 1st)

Sunday

What houses will Venus tour in your chart while in Capricorn? Venus in Capricorn helps us to 
focus on goals, ambitions, and we can enjoy making progress and achieving success. We can 
make connections with people who can give advice or help us get further along. What areas 

of life can you focus this energy, and how can you make the most of it?
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